Transducer design and characterization for dorsal-based ultrasound exposure and two-photon imaging of in vivo blood-brain barrier disruption in a rat model.
Focused ultrasound (FUS) and microbubbles have been used effectively for transient, noninvasive blood¿ brain barrier disruption (BBBD). The use of two-photon microscopy (2PM) imaging of BBBD can provide valuable insights into the associated cellular mechanisms and fundamental biological effects. Coupling a thin ring-shaped transducer to a coverslip offers a robust solution for simultaneous dorsal application of FUS for BBBD and in vivo 2PM imaging of the cerebral microvasculature under treatment conditions. Two modes of vibration (thickness and height) from the transducer configuration were investigated for BBBD in an animal model. With the transducer operating in the thickness mode at 1.2 MHz frequency, shallow and localized BBBD near the cortical surface of animal brain was detected via 2PM and confirmed by Evans blue (EB) extravasation. Acoustic pressures ranging from 0.2 to 0.8 MPa were tested and the probability for successful BBBD was identified. Two distinct types of disruption characterized by different leakage kinetics were observed and appeared to be dependent on acoustic pressure.